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BATES COLLEGE, LEWISTON, MAINE, FEBRUARY 16. 1955

Public Affairs Takes Spotlight
Chapel Address Keynotes Program
CA Introduces Rental Discussing Freedom Of Individual
Paintings At Art Show

Highlighted by a panel discussion of the fifth amendment, the
Public Affair- Conference opened
a three (lav session this morning
with a Chapel address.
Rev. 1%. Spencer Parsons delivered the keynote speech in Chapel.
At 4 p. in. today in I'ettigrew lecture hall James Farmer will discuss "Civil Liberties — Barometer
of Democracy."
Coffee Follows Address
An address, "Who Cares?" will
be presented by Mrs. John G. Lee
at 8 tonight in the Chapel, followed by a coffee in the Women's

In an attempt to bring great maker,"
Vermeer;
"Salisbury
works of art within the sphere of Cathedral." Constable:
"Regatta
campus activity, the CA Campus At Deauville," Dufy; "Pierrot and
Service Commission has purchased Harlequin,"
Picasso: "Purple
ten "good'" reproductions and will Iris,'* Van Gogh; "View of Tolepresent them at a tea and art show do." El Greco.
irom 3 to 5 p. m. Monday at the
Women's Union. Purchased from
the National Gallery of Art, the
Frick collection, the Museum of
Modern Art and the Metropolitan
Museum the paintings will be
rented for a nominal fee per semester.

WAA Sponsors
Gala All-Campus
Skating Action

The art rental program is set up
so that each student wishing to
rent one of the available paintings
will pay a nominal fee per semester so that more paintings may be
added to the collection.

An all-campus skating party.
sponsored by the Women's Athletic Association, will be held on
Friday from 6:.50 to 9;30 p. m. at
the skating rink behind Parker
Hall.

One Semester Limit

Colored
lights,
free
refreshKach painting may be rented for ments, and continuous music will
r>nC semester only and will be ac- provide a pleasant background for
companied by wire and moulding skaters. At the back of the rink, a
hooks in addition to being appro- large bonfire will be kept blazing.
priately glassed and framed.
Skaters Will Waltz
The three Cultural Heritage proAs a special treat to highlight
fessors will be at the Union during the evening. Marjoric Council and
•lie art show and tea to explain her group of Carnival skater- will
the intricacies of
the
various provide brief entertainment.
paintings. Everyone, whether inJanice Truesdail. who organized
ii rested in renting a painting <>r
the party, stated that it is open to
not, may attend the I a
everyone on campus. \ special inVame Paintings
vitation has been issued to the
The n n pictures which will com- faculty, faculty families, and the
1
rise the -how and which are housemothi rs,
available for rental are as follows:
Miss Truesdail hope- everyone
"Peasant
Dance."
Brueghel; will take advantage of this oppor'Zapatistas,*' Orozco; "Sir Thom- tunely to get some exercise and
as
More."
Holbein; "Starry fresh air along with many laughs
S'ight," Van Gogh: "The Lace- anil (rood fun.

Just Married

Mrs. George Cook, the former Brenda Jennings, is pictured
immediately following her wedding in Livermore Falls, last
•Saturday. Mrs. Cook, who recently resigned her position in
'he News Bureau, was attended by four bridesmaids and a
maid of honor at the double ring ceremony. (Photo by Bryant)

Union at 9:30.

Mrs. John G. Lee

Robert Harlow. Klvin Kaplan,
and Grant Reynolds will give a
panel discussion at 4 p. m. tomorrow in' I'ettigrew lecture hall. The
Conference features an address.
Prof. E. C. Kirkland
"Milk for Babes," by Dr. F.dward
Chase Kirkland at 8 p. in. in the
Chapel.
Attorneys Compose Panel
During Chapel period Friday.
Gordon Hall will speak about
"Extremists in Our Midst". Moderated by Dr. John C. Donovan, a
Montana when they are not on panel will discuss "Fifth Amend
tour.
mint — A Legal Shield" at 4 p. m.
Indian Names Given
in I'ettigrew lecture hall.
Panel
members
include
five
In addition to presenting lectures and recitals, the Laubins prominent Maine attorneys: frank
have auth >red a number of article- M. Coffin, Thomas !•'.. Delahanty,
on Indian arts and crafts. They Damon Scale-, Louis Scolnik, and
are listed in "Who'- Who in the Willi- Trafton.
Bates Grad Attends
West".
Chairman of the
Democratic
Tatanka Wanjila and Wiyaka
Wastewin, a- the dancers are state committee, Coffin is a gradui Continued on page three)
(Continued on page two)

Second Chase Lecture
Exhibits Indian Dance
Laubins Offer
Varied Concert
Two interpreter- of American
Indian music and dance will be
f attired as tin- second attraction
of the George Colby Chase lecture
seri< - on February 28.
Reginald and Gladys Laubin are
pri Renting their dancing, complete
with elaborate properties and colorful costume- in the Alumni
gym. Pfof. Marie A. Guiriceo lias
announced.
Program Features Variety
Using authentic material gathered in long study of Indian rituals, the Laubins offer a program
of war. ceremonial, comic, and social dances.
The dancers themselves are not
Indians by birth. The pair nut ai
a
Norwich.
Connecticut.
art
school, were married, and have
spent a gnat deal of time actually living on Indian reservations.
Adopted By Tribes
Honorarv members of the Sioux
tribe of the
Dakota Standing
Rock Reservation, the Laubins
have been praised by the Indians
for their attempts to bring an understanding of tribe arts and customs to concert audiences.
Called "better Indians than our
own Indian young people" by the
Indians, both the Laubins have
been adopted into the family of
Chief One Bull, nephew of the
famous Sitting "Bull of history.
Live On Reservations
Their concert program. 'Tow
Wow." is based upon the authentic folklore of the Plains Indians,
gathered by the performers during
their stays with Sioux. Crow and
'ihrkfect Indians.
The pair, first interpreters of
American Indian dancing on the
concert stage, live on reservations
in North and South Dakota and

Bates Grad Becomes New
Director Of News Bureau
Replacing Brenda Jennings as
director of the News
Bureau.
Bales Graduate Arthur M. Griffiths
began his position January 28.
\- an undergraduate. Mi. Griffiths was active as a member of
the college choral society and as
student manager of the band. He
was also student photographer for
the News Bureau.
Worked In TV
Graduating from Bates in 1950
as a history and government major, the new director became principal of Limington Academy in
I.imington. Maine. For the past

Fourth For Bridge?

few year- he served as an announcer and writer for the WTVL
radio station at Waterville and for
WI.W1 radio and television stations in l.cwi-ton.
A resident of Auburn. Mr. Griffiths is married to the former Lois
Spolford of the class of '51.
News Bureau Gives Info
Concerned with the public relations aspect of the college, the
News Bureau is responsible for
providing information and publicizing such campus events as athletic contests, student and facult)
activities,
and
general
collegenews.
In order to keep the public informed, the News Bureau maintains close contact with the pre.-.-.
radio, and television in New F.ngland. It also assists in the preparation of the Bates Collage Bulletin.

Entries in the National Intercollegiate Bridge Tournament arc
being taken by William Bradbury,
as the Student Council undertakes
sponsorship of the annual competition once again.
Keeps Photos

\\ bile a number of individual
One phase of this office is con
players can be
accommodated, cerned
with
photography.
The
partner entries arc preferred and News Bureau has a complete file
should he in by February 25.
of photographs of student activiAn entry fee of 50 cents per per- ties. These pictures are available
-on i- required of competitors. The t" all students
tournament will be held between
Mr. Griffiths' student -ta' coilMarch 14 and 18, with a definite
' Kay M,-1.in and Richard
dale to be announced later.
Bryant.
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Looking Back At Flahooley's Weekend

Placement Posts
Library Position
And Interviews
Students with an interest in peo
pie and books are eligible for tin
pre-professional training program
at the Brooklyn Public Library,
Dr. 1.. Roil Cummins, director oi
lie guidance and placement sir
vice, has announced.
Other requirements include a degree from an accredited four-year
college and plans to enroll in a
library school in the New York
area. Directed experiences in clerical and professional work result
from this program.
Discuss Training Programs
Dr. Cummins announces inter
views oil campus during the next
week,
Company
representative,
II discuss available training program, with interested seniors.
Representing General
Electric
company in Schcnectady, N. V..
\. IS. Caine will interview men to
morrow for a business training
course, which include- training in
accounting and financial work.
Companies Offer Jobs
Friday, K. II. Kellogg from th>
S. S. Kresge company in New
York will discuss a stoic management program for men interested
in merchandising, personnel, cus
totlier relation,, and accounting.
The Albany Felt company ha,
positions for technical Bales train
ees and chemist trainees. Howard
E. Clark will pre,i nt these oppoi
Utilities for men Monday,

Combo, Coeds
Entertain Vets

A quick view of the recent Carnival ©vents

finds

(moving clockwise from the lower

left) a Bates kangaroo sculptured out for the circus; the softball game on skiis with
the faculty; Flahooley and his carnival queen and court; Bunny Hop skaters at the
ice

show

(center):

and

pretty

Sylvia

Hanson,

dark-haired

queen

of the

weekend.

(College - Montage by Bryant)

Calendar
Friday

Campus Concerned With Freedom

(Continued from page one)
WAA Skating
Party, Behind
ate of Bates College with summa
Parker, 6:30-9:30 p. m.
cum laude honors, A Phi Beta
Kappa member, he graduated from
Saturday
Harvard Law School with cum
Ski Group, Pettigrew, 1-3 p. m.
laude honors.
Chase Hall Dam.- 9:45-11:45
Formerly president of the Champ. in.
ber of Commerce. Delahanty is
president of the Lewiston City
Sunday
Council. A member of the firm
CA Peace Croup. 7 Hatlioru, Lestard and Delahanty. he graduated from Columbu- University,
7-8:30 p. in.
Washington, D. C.
Wednesday, Feb. 23
Lawyers Participate
CA Vesper,, Chapel, 9:15-9:45
Scales, a graduate of Bowdoin
p. in.
College and Harvard Law Schooi,
Freshman Nurses' Coffee, Wo- is a member of the firm Trafton
and Scales and a former law clerk
men's Union, 3-5 p. m.

Friday
Cordon D. Hall
Monday
President Charles F. Phillip,
Wednesday
Reverend Crozer

An attomey-at-law in Lewiston,
Scolnik
graduated from
Bates
College and Georgetown University. He participated in the National Mute Court Competition
while in law school. This concerned the rights of witnesses before
congressional
investigating
committees,
Groups Discuss Freedom
Speaker of the Maine House of
Representatives. Trafton is a graduate of Yale College and Harvard
Law School. He is a member of
the Auburn City Council and a
trustee of Bates College.
Dorm discussions will conclude

COMMUNITY THEATRE
THEATRE
WED. - THURS.
Wednesday
"FLIGHT TO TANGIER"
"NAKED ALIBI"
(Technicolor)
Sterling Hayden,, Gloria Grahame
Juan Fontaine, Jack l'alancc
"PLAYGIRL"
"DANGEROUS MISSION"
Shelley Winters, Barry Sullivan
Victor Mature, Piper Laurie)
Thursday - Saturday
FRI. - SAT.
"ON THE WATERFRONT"
"SABRE JET"
Marlon Brando, Eva Marie Saint
Kobert Stuck. Coleen Gray
"YELLOW MOUNTAIN"
"PINOCCHIO"
Lex Barker (tech.) Mala Powers
(technicolor fable)
Feature
Cartoon by Walt
Disney
Sunday - Tuesday
PVN.
- MON. - TITES.
"BLACK SHIELD OF FALOBSESSION*
WORTH" (cinemascope, stereo- 'MAGNIFICENT
(technicolor)
phonic sound), Tony Curtis, Janet
Jane Wyman, Rock Hudson
Leigh; and "JUNGLE GENTS" LAST OF THE PONY RIDERS
with the Bowery Boys
<3ene Autry. Kathleen Case
HIT Z

Chapel Schedule

in the U. S. District Court.

the conference activities. Starting
at 7 JO p. m. in Rand, Cheney,
Hacker, and Frye, the groups will
discuss
"Is
My
Freedom
m
Trouble?"'
Chairmanncd by Constance Barry, the Public Affairs Conference
i- Sponsored by the Christian A.»sociation for the entire student
body. The theme this year is
"Your Freedom is in Trouble."

STRAND
THURS. - SAT.

\ jazz combo consisting of Paul
Steinberg at the piano. Harold
Hunter on the bass, David Sheeton the drums, and William Clark
on the maraccas presented an
hour-long program at the ToguVeterans Hospital Monday night,
accompanied by five coeds as vocal
ists.
The program, broadcast over
the Augusta radio station at 7
p. m., included a jam session oi
request numbers by the combo,
with a medley of old-time favorites and a few popular hits by the
girls,
Patricia
Burke.
Marjoru
Council, Mary Dyer, Susan McNett, and Lauralyn Watson.
Ricker Directs Program
The program was one of a series
of monthly shows under the direction of Alan Ricker of Station
VVCOU, Lewiston. A veteran him
self,
Ricker arranges
for the
monthly performances presented
for the benefit of the patients ill
the hospital.
The group of Bates studenlwas driven to the hospital located
near
Augusta
in
government
limousines.

EMPIRE

"Women's Prison"

Wednesday - Satur 'ay

Ida Lupino
Howard Duff

"ROGUE COP"

"Pirates of Tripoli"

ROBERT TAYLOR
JANET LEIGH

Paul Henried
Pat Medina

Sunday - Tuesday

SUN. - WED.

"Sign of the Pagan"

They Were So Young

(Cinemascope

Technicolor)

Scott Brady

JACK PALANCE

Wyoming Renegade

JEFF CHANDLER

All-Star Cast

/OS
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The Flying "Hello"

Prexy Visits Alumni
President and Mrs. Charles F.
I'hillips
recently
returned
to
campus after a short trip through
the South and the Far West where
they visited five distant Bates
.iiiiinni groups.
Dr. I'hillips spoke before Bates
graduates and friends of the college in Washington, St. Petersburg, Los Angeles, Seattle, and

Denver,

Stu-C Discusses
In tram uralsAnd
Bridge Tourney
Dr. Llovd H. Lux met with the
Student Council at last Wednesday's meeting to discuss intramural policies. A recommendation
was passed that an annual award,
which would be located in the
Gyill, be presented to the season's
winning dorm.
It was also suggested that a nonathlete handle the scheduling and
statistics for the intranuiral program for which he would receive a
managerial letter.
Freshman
representative
William Bradbury was placed in
charge of the bridge tournament to
be held in mid-March. The annual
National
Intercollegiate
Bridge
Tournament is sponsored on campus by Stu-C. An entrance fee of
fifty cents must be paid by February 25th by anyone wishing to
take part in the event.
Reports for the new Freshman
handbook were handed in to committee chairman John Houhoulis.
Council members were assigned
career booklets which they will distribute to Senior rooms.

Statistics Reveal Enrollment Increase;
Vets Return, Five Students Transfer

The President noted that few
representatives of the college read-,
these
far-flung
alumni
groups,
which "although not large, artvery active."' Most recently Dr.
William H. Sawyer. Dr. Edwin
M. Wright, and Maxwell Wakely
of the Alumni Association have
toured these areas.

Dean Harry W. Rowe has announced final registration for second semester. Total enrollment is
"98 students. 423 men and 375 women.
The figures include 177 seniors,
137 juniors. 21-6 sophomores and
268 freshmen. Second semester total last year was 775 students. 23
In
Washington, Dr.
Phillips less than this year.
talked with Seymour Coopcrsmith,
Three Earn Degrees
•S3, Edward Malefakis, '53, PatriFour special students are regiscia Small, '54, and Miss Ann
tered
for selected courses. NineCheshro, lately of the Department
teen women are enrolled in the
of Physical Education for Wonursing program at the New Engmen. He also met former English
instructor Douglas O. Nichols, land Baptist Hospital in Boston.
Completing
their
degree renow at Boulder College, during
quirements
at
the
end
of the first
his Denver sojourn.
semester,
three
seniors,
Bruce
Stresses Higher Salaries
Morrison in history, Kenneth Cook
Talking to the alumni about in philosophy, and Robert Hines
latest happenings at Bates, trends in government, will receive their
in enrollment, and the college de- degrees in June.
velopment
program.
President
BC Transfer Arrives
Phillips further stressed the growPaul Gastonguay, a freshman
ing need for college teachers and
from
Boston College, is the only
the urgency of raising salaries to
meet the joint challenge of indus- mid-year transfer. Returnees include Paul Kimball, veterans Richtry and the other professions.
ard E. Shearer and Joseph A.
The tour marked the completion
of one-half of Dr. Phillips' project
for visiting all 49 Bates clubs in
the country. The President and
(Continued from page one)
Mrs. Phillips currently plan to called by the Indians, have studied
tour the New York City area dur- extensively, lived with the people
ing late March.
whose art they are interpreting,

Chase Lecture

Alumni Fund
At the present time, the total
amount of the Alumni Fund, as
announced by Secretary Frank ().
Stred, is $14,504. There were
1,196 contributors. The outlook is
not hopeful and the gifts remain
average.

and learned an alien tongue in their
attempts at authentic presentation.
Internationally Known
In addition to a position of
honor
with the
Indians
with
whom they associate, the Laubins
have gained international recognition through their tours with the
Crow Indians across Europe and
the Middle East.

Green Other veterans entering are
William W. Lewis and James F.
Hodgdon.
Women who transferred from
Bates to other schools are Patricia
Pennington, University of Florida,
and Dorothy Caesar, Boston Uni-

versity.
Men who are studying elsewhere
arc John Towse. University of
Massachusetts;
Alan
Bruckner.
Cornell's College of Agriculture;
and Richard Chick. Maine School
of Commerce.

Public Affairs Calendar
Theme: "Your Freedom Is In Trouble"
Today
9 a. m. — Chapel
Keynote Address Mr. E. Spencer Parsons
4 p. m. — Pettigrew Lecture Hall
"Civil Liberties— Barometer of Democracy"
Mr. James Farmer
8 p. m. — Chapel
Address, "Who Cares?"
Mrs. John G. Lee
9:30 p. m. — Women's Union
Coffee
Thursday
4 p. m. — Pettigrew Lecture Hall
Robert Harlow '57
Panel Discussion
Elvin Kaplan '57
Grant Reynolds '57
8 p. m. — Chapel
Address. "Milk for Babes"
Dr. E. C. Kirkland
Friday
8:35 a. m. — Chapel
"Extremists in Our Midst"
Mr. Gordon Hall
4 p. m. — Pettigrew Lecture Hall
Dr. J. C. Donovan, Moderator
Panel
Attorney Delahanty
"Fifth Amendment—
Attorney Coffin
A Legal Shield"
Attorney Trafton
Attorney Scales
Attorney Scolnik
7:30 p. m. — Women's Dormitories
Dorm Discussion (Rand, Cheney. Hacker,
Frye)
"Is My Freedom In Trouble?"
In addition to the schedule presented, there will be groups
of students eating in the small dining room in Commons with
the speakers each meal.

tastes good
a cigarette should!

■ Now there's a filter cigarette college smokers will really enjoy! It's new Winston and it
brings flavor back to filter smoking!
You'll really enjoy Winston's full, rich, tobacco flavor. And you will really appreciate

Winston's finer filter. It's unique, it's different, it filters so effectively! Winstons are easydrawing, too, for full flavor enjoyment.
Try a pack of Winstons! They taste good —
like a cigarette should!

a
A

SfaOfet"WINSTON tkl W^-dhOM)\M(\ jjSbfi QiqaJitftt)

KernoMa Tobarro Co.. Winston-Salem. N C
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FOUR

Editorials
I

The Mice Nibble

"There's an absurd kind of sadness about the next few
weeks — the supposedly sophisticated seniors are surprised
by an air of finality which begins increasingly to accompany
the old routine . . .
"No weeping and wailing and gnashing of teeth, of
course. No point in pretending a lot of sentiment that just
doesn't exist. After four years you sometimes get bored to
indigestion by Here's-To-The-Garnet-Hurrah, and mediocre
Chapel programs, and Old-Bates-By-David's-Mountain, and
dull classes, and Letters-To-The-Editor, and asinine answers
to obvious questions . . .
Blue Slips For Small Games
"And beer bottles on window sills, and Oh-My-GoodnessGracious - No - You - Can't - Play - Tiddlewinks - Without A - Blue - Slip, and careful official ignorance of Hathorn
Hall's nightly mass petting party, and cheap stories by filthloving newspaper reporters, and magazine thieves, and
money thieves, and Harry Rowe's stool pigeons, and the
honor system, and exam cheating that isn't even subtle, and
moral victories, and a hundred other things that are part of
Bates tradition ...
Venerable Hypocrisy
"In the course of four years you can get awful sick of the
staid and venerable hypocrisy of Bates tradition. But still
... at the end of your senior year you know that a million dollars couldn't have purchased the happiness that
Bates has brought to you . . .
"There are a lot of things at Bates that we don't like —
pettiness, stagnation, foolish conservatism, hypocrisy, narrow-mindedness. We're disgusted because no earthquake is
apparently violent enough to shake the moss off the firm
foundation of tradition. We think we see a fault in the Bates
system, and instead of going to work and fixing it we have
to nibble around like a bunch of mice, and at last, ten or
fifteen years later, some daring radical finally makes the
change . . .
Erosion Or Explosion?
"Gradually, however, we realize that the mice might be
doing a better job than the earthquake. A big explosion
would certainly clean up plenty of old rubbish but it would
also make quite a mess of the things worth keeping.
"And a heck of a lot of these things we really want to
preserve are imbedded way down in the depths of the strongest tradition. It's hard to put a finger on some established
part of Bates life and say, 'This is good. This ought to be
saved . . .'
The Bates Spirit
"Bates doesn't offer mass education by way of big business methods, but Bates does offer you a chance to appreciate the happiness and disappointments of decent living.
You can, if you really become a part of this college, experience the quiet strength and friendly closeness of men and
women who are developing into the best and cleanest sort
of human beings. This is the Bates spirit, and this is something infinitely more important than the petty weaknesses
that small time stuff invariably reveals . . .
Don't Damn The System!
"Don't get excited when somebody displays a weakness;
we're all weak at times. Some people — students, teachers,
officers, trustees — may occasionally make themselves look
awfully small and mean, but their smallness needn't damn
the whole system. It's a system worth preserving."
The quotes have been dropped now, for what you have
just read has been a quote — taken from the March 18, 1942,
issue of the Bates STUDENT.
Thanks, Editor Tullerl
The above editorial, abridged here, was the last written
by Editor Ralph F. Tuller '42 before he turned the paper
over to the new staff that spring. It still means something —
and we are not implying a lack of progress on the campus
either.
Think it over.

Exit Barnum And Bailey
Flahooley has discarded his costume, elephants and
carousels have been dismantled, and snow sculptures dissolved during the heavy rain; the fact remains that Ray
Becerra and Jill Farr planned and carried out an excellent
carnival.
No one can deny that the weatherman — usually uncooperative on this particular weekend — went all out to help.
Much credit also goes to the Outing Club, however, for
bringing the three ring weekend to campus.
Mario Adds To Circus
In addition to old standbys like the faculty-student basketball game and the variety show, Bates saw the first ice
show since "Holiday in Hades" three years ago and thoroughly enjoyed Professor Tagliabue's puppet show.
Once again the "two band system" provided the continuous music so well-received last year, with a combination of
entertainment and dance music which displayed the versatility of both sets of musicians.
A vote of thanks to the co-directors and their committees
for a great weekend!

Vat VoodU*
There were a lot of familiar
faces around campus this weekend.
It was nice to see them again.
Among the old friends were Betty
Grasso, Al Arace, Edie Lysaght,
Sue Hudson, Ellic Carver, Connie
Randolph, and Heidi Jung.

College Collage

UJ3L Says, "No Red Carpet I
For Any Red Editors
By Louise Sweeney

The San Francisco
Foghorn
bellowed this choice news item
There's a description of Sampthrough west-coast smog recentsonville extant which seems to be
ly: "Culture for a dime . . . Last
particularly apt: Sampsonville, the
week the Library threw a large
•'cardboard colony".
number of books open for sale to
Although this column is by
the student body. The price was
no means an alumni column,
ten cents a book." Yes. We can
it's a very good spot to put
see it all now. Crowds of garnetin any recent news of just as
faced students storming the palm
recent an alumnus. So here
leaf doors of Coram Libe for
goes: The former Gerry Burcopies of C.C.S.O.B.. Slushingcr,
ger, who graduated last June
Groping for Grotius, and of course,
and who married Ronald Gray
Miss Walmsley's perennial text —
about three weeks ago (BowQuestions
and
Answers.
This
doin '54), will leave shortly
could be the Batesy answer to
for Germany to join her huspocket books I
band there. Mr. Gray is a
The old Shakespearean saying
commissioned officer in the
that "There's something scandalArmy.
Believe thee me . . . there must ous in the Scandinavian state"
could very well be applied to
have been a busload or more of
Bates co-eds who embarked for Uconn. The Connecticut Campus
sniffs that "something smells in
Bowdoin last weekend. It was winStorrs," under the b. line "Univerter house-party time again and
you can't hardly get them no more sity Refuses Responsibility for
Odor." It seems that the breeze. . . at least not this winter!
is headiest near "Fred's RestauBet there were some pretrant," where stagnant pools of
ty anxious males on the Colsewage meet the open air.
by and U. of M. campusses
Sanitation
committees
dating
when they heard about that
since 1950 have been unable to lotrain wreck near Waterville.
cate the technical cause and have
There were a lot of dates on
finally accredited it to "dead rats
that train. But then, again,
in the pipes of the drain conduit
maybe there were Rome men
which runs diagonally across the
waiting for blind dates with
University and Fred's property."
that typical quiet desperation,
who might have been just
Still, nothing has been done by
wishing for something of the
the University, the State, or Fred.
sort to happen . . .
to end the stench. Well, they say
No
.
.
not
really that even your best friends won't
. . . just kidding.
tell you . . .
• Well, now you all know
. no more suspenseful
anticipation ... or one
could say dreadful suspense
. . . That tension that was
felt every now and then during Carnival Weekend and
last week
... is gone.
The ranks are out . . .
and if we're all not happy, at
any rate, we're reUeved of the
uncertainty.

fl

was only one of many college edi.
tors who toured the U.S.S.R., sec ire
ing Moscow, Kiev, Tides, Baku. H2
Odessa, Leningrad, and Kharkov, HI
and interviewing students, farm,
res
ers, industrial workers, clerks, and
:i 0
bureaucrats.
Yet our state department refuses to allow Russian college edi
tors to enter this country. The
reasons: They are members of a
totalitarian nation, would assure
ly spread the Communist doctrine,
and are (this is the greatest argu
ment against them) not compar
able to American college editor,
because they're handpicked by tl
Party, their average age is thirty,
five, and they're frequently nut
even students.
This may be so. but it seems •.
us that the State Department u
goofing in not allowing even at
much intellectual leeway as Russia
has extended to our students.

tio
■pi
b
tin
Hi

rid

in

dii
Pe

As for the fear that college edi
tors would only spread propagan ■H
da about communism here, the da;
Minnesota Daily has an answer to chi
that: "If Americans are actually Le
afraid that Russians could con- IK
vince us that Russia is the better t'C
country, our system is already dj
ing."

Our favorite cartoon of the we«k
appears in the William and Maiy
Flat Hat and features two crewcut, white-bucked collegiate Joej
deep in worried meditation. Jm
with grey flannels says to Joe in
chinos "What'Il we be apathetii
about this week?" We'll bite what will we be apathetic about:
The editor of the Minnesota With that sage thought wc leave
Daily visited Russia last year. He you.

J2€ Qotei Jtudcnt
EDITORIAL STAFF

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
Ruth Haskins '55
MANAGING EDITOR
SENIOR ASSOCIATE EDITOR
Nancy Cole '55
Lawrence Evans '56
At this time, everyone does a
lot of philosophizing. Those who
ASSOCIATE EDITORS
Betty-Ann Morse '56
Marjorie Connell '56
are satisfied with their last semes- Sylvia Ferfetti '56
NEWS EDITOR
ter's rank resolve to do just as well
Sybil Benton '56
next time. Those who are not satisfied with their ranks will blame MAKE UP EDITOR
Nancy Keller '!
either one of two parties: them- CO-FEATURE EDITORS .... Marni Field '55, Donald Gochberg '55
selves or their professors.
If ASST FEATURE EDITOR
Madeline Travers
they're honest enough to decide on
STAFF CARTOONISTS
Susan Ordway '55
Thomas King '58
the proper party to blame, they
will resolve to do more day-to-day
STAFF PHOTOGRAPHERS
Ken Harris '5
studying and less cramming this Richard Bryant '56
News Staff Reporters
semester.
Class of 1955: Janet Hunter
Those who are on trial
Class of 1956: Kay McLin, Virginia Fedor, Helen Wilbur
don't worry about it
Class of 1957: Carol Ellms, Robert Harlow, Wilma Gero, Miriam
for goodness sake
Hamm, Judith Kent, Jean Dickson, Richard Bean
. . . don't do that! You're
Class of 1958: Patricia Lysaght, Patricia Perkins, Catherine Jann
MacCrae Miner, Annie Ridley, Barbara Madsen
licked before you start if you
do. Besides, you haven't got
Feature Staff
time to worry, what you
Joyce Yackcr '57
Charles Maggiore
should be doing is studying.
Rony Kolesnikoff '57
Thomas King '58
Katherine Onderdonk '58
Don't just START the semester doing your studying and
Sports Staff
Jack DeGange
typing up your notes . . .
Norman Levine '57
William Stone '57
Ed Gilson
Hal Springstead '58
Ray Zelch '55
keep it up. Don't make the
Librarian
mistake of thinking of the
Exchange Editor
Alison Mann
Louise Sweeney '55
entire semester of work lying
ahead of you. It looks like
BUSINESS STAFF
too much of a hurdle. Just set
BUSINESS MANAGER
up your work in terms of
Arthur Paton '55
weeks or seven days. Finish
Local Advertising Manager
one day's work, then go on to
Thomas Moore '56
the next.
Remember when
CIRCULATION MANAGER
term papers are due,
or
Betty Lou Warren '56
theses, and exams, and plan
accordingly.
Faculty Consultant — John C. Donovan
You four-pointers . . . Conr
gratulations! The same goes for Published weekly at Chase Hall, Bates College, during the college year. >
(Sundaya onlj-). Printed at the Auburn Free Press, »» Main Stn*'
you who only missed four point by 4-8621
Auburn. Entered as second-class matter at the L«wlston Post Office Jan. ■*
1913 under the act '.t Mar. 3,1870. A member of the Associated Collegiate pre.-*—
a narrow margin.
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"Gentlemen Cry Peace" Well-Rounded Students Figure
And Work For Study Group In Selection Of New Classes
By Gene Peters

The group may discuss national
When you sec a light gleaming peace, the solution of such probfrom the shadowed recesses of lems as racial friction and the ap-

Hall sonic Sunday eve- plication of justice in the State or
ug about seven o'clock, try to the goals of the individual as he
restrain yourself from
surrepti- attempts to resolve the tensions in
li.msly informing the administra- his own life and in his society.
Hathorn

Because the group is attempting
to
study peace on all these levels
spiracy aimed at overthrowing the
of
meaning,
it enjoys a wide varie>lue-slip" system. Instead, open
the unlocked door at the side of ty of membership. Some of the
tion

of

some

mysterious

con-

Hathorn and walk down the cor- members are pacifists who do not
believe in the use of violence as a
There the Bates L'eace Study means of solving the problem of

ridor to Room 2.

,roup will be holding one of its
wo monthly meetings. If you have
lad this curiosity, the courage, and
the resolution to come this far,
you will discover that the members
i the Group will welcome you as
readily as you welcome the opportunity to spend an hour in pointed
discussion.

war; others look toward a world
government, rather than pacifism,
as the means to international peace
and unity.
New Answers Sought For
Old Problems

By Joyce Yacker
"Why did you come to Bates?"
Everyone is asked that question.
After much soul searching a
suitable answer can usually be
found.
Another question is not so easily explained. There are many
ways of phrasing this question.
One form is "How on earth did I
ever get accepted at Bates?", implying the intervention of sonic
unearthly
power.
Another
approach is "Just how did I get accepted at Bates?"
Luck Strikes Divinely
This type of question usually requires
a
full,
comprehensive
answer. Some students attempt to
answer the question themselves,
depending upon their individual
attitudes and imagination. Some
think of it as a divine stroke of
'uck, or else being born under the
right star.
Other fatalists have a mental
oicture of Dean Clark and Mr.
Undholm. wearing blindfolds and
spinning round in
their desk
hairs, then placing their finger
IDOn
the
lucky
application.
•Round and round they go, and
who
gets
accepted.
nobody
knows." Needless to say, most
students arc still in the dark, consenting this mysterious process
and could use a little enlightenment.
Men Exceed Women
First of all there are approximately 1100-1200 people who apply to Bates, with the number of
•nen exceeding the number of women. Of this entire group approxniatcly 250 get accepted. This does
not mean that of all the students
who apply to Hates, about one out
of every four can be accepted,
since students apply to many col-

Some express their major interest in peace in terms of politics
others, in terms of personal rela
Peace ••Invades" AU Fields
tions. The group does not stud.<
The Bates Peace Study Group
the question of peace from an)
meets on the first and third Sunsingle, exclusive aspect such a.
lys of each month under the
politics, pacifism, or religion; bu
chairmanship
of
Garvey
Mactries to obtain a spread of idea
Lean. At the meetings, various
which will stimulate new answer
ucmbers lead discussions on subto the old problems of gainiii;
lets related to the study of peace.
peace.
In this way the group is exposed,
Although the group has no for
not only to a wide variety of subcts, but also to diverse view- mal statement of purpose which i
upholds, in general the member
uoillts.
agree that their task is first of al
Up to now the group in its
to understand the meaning o.
udy of peace has entered sucli
peace; secondly, to publicize somi
Ids as economics, race relations,
of the ideas brought up in discuslucation. philosophy, and theolosion; and thirdly, to help effec.
sy. The word "•peace," which has
peace.
I many meanings and which
niches upon so many fields, can Justification By Ideas
refer to international peace, or the
If the effectiveness of the grou
iminatiou of war.
is to be measured in terms c
"works" alone, then it has ei
joyed no outstanding success. I
projects are small undertakings leges.
not by desire, but by the necessit.
Thenare
no
geographical
of limited personnel and budge
quotas, aa Hates is interested in
Yet the group expresses itself i:
the best students, no matter from
LEWISTON
every way in which it has the op
where they apply. Those from East
portunity, showing a film, organ
Podunk have just as good a
izing a visiting panel of speaker:
chance of getting in as anyone
or running a campaign supportin;
else, providing they can meet the
the distribution of food to need;
grade. Bates, because of its expeople.
treme geographical location docs
The major efforts of the group, not appeal to as diverse an area
however, are directed towards you, as some more centrally located
the student. The group is trying colleges. There are about 18-20
to expose you to ideas which, per- different states presently reprehaps, you never again will be able sented at Bates, Washington, D.
to view objectively. Joining the C, Florida and Nebraska. Thengroup is not important. The idea.-, is also a small group from counare imnortnnt.
tries other than the U. S. including

PECKS

MAKE PECK'S
YOUR

HEADQUARTERS
FOR ALL

OUTDOOR
NEEDS
***

STUDENTS- Clip This Norn
$1,000.00 IN CASH PRIZES
For the Best Essay —(250 to 500 Words)
On The Subject

GET THE KIND
OF SPORTS
EQUIPMENT

"How I Would Increase
the Popularity
of Cigarillos"
RULES

3. Only one entry accepted from each

1. Only bonofide students of accredited col
leges are eligible to compete. 1st priie

Student.
4. Contest now open. Closes April 30,19J5.

AT THE PRICES

S500; 2d, S200, 3d, $100; plus four $50
prizes.

5. Moil entry to lox 3097, Jacksonville,
Florida. Decision of judges will be final.

YOU WANT

2. Essay, must be accompanied by on.(I)
KING EDWARD CIGARIUO band, or reasonable facsimile thereof.

*"

YOU WANT

TO PAY

,n,ri

" b"omt »h' W"* *•••
JN0. H. SWISHER I SON, INC.
Makers of King Edward Cigarillos

"You don't have to inhale to enjoy a Cigarillo"

First off, young man, the word is ADMITTED,
not COMMITTED . . .
Japan, Korea, Nigeria and Thailaud. It is interesting to note that
the proportion of students troni
outside the New England area
seems to be increasing.
Many Factors Considered
What
are
the
qualifications
needed in order to be accepted at
Bates? There are many, but the
most important single criterion is
the student's record and recommendation from his high school.
Other academic factors taken
into consideration are the results
of the Scholastic Aptitude Test
and the student's rank in class. Included among a student's nonacademic or personal qualifications
are such things as character, citizenship, special talents, extracurricular participation and personality.
College Compares Scores
How are these factors determined is the next question which
comes to mind. First of all for admission to Bates, a student should
be in the upper half of his class.
The primary purpose of the college board score is to tell how
well a student is likely to do in
college.
Each college interprets the results in the light of its own educational demands and in consideration of a candidate's other credentials. Since all candidates take the
same test, the results are of further help in that they permit a
direct comparison of one candidate
with another. The individual math
and English scores are judged on
the basis of the student's plans, although in a liberal arts college
more emphasis is placed on the
verbal section rather than the
math.

THE GROTTO
RESTAURANT
Finest In

Italian Foods
PIZZAS and RAVOLI
Our Specially
Orders To Take Out
Dial 2-2061
107 Main St. - Lewiaton. Ma.

How does one go about determining a prospective student's
personality: This is where the
personal references come in handy. Contrary to public opinion,
most people when called upon to
write a confidential reference are
quite objective. The high school,
too, can usually offer some evidence applying to a student's personality and emotional stability.
The various reports are compared
with eath other and checked for
consistency and accuracy.
The interview is one of the best
ways to judge a candidate's personal qualifications. Some of the
qualities noticed by Mr. Lindholni in interviewing a student arc
his appearance, manner, conduct
and personality. In interviewing
girls. Dean Clark notices her alertness, her interest in college, her
questions and comments and her
ntellectual and social maturity.
Interviews Aid
The interview is also very helpful from a student's point of view,
iince his choice is determined by
whether the college offers what he
wants and needs. Many students
icnefit by coming to Bates and
visiting the campus. General imiressions comprise about 50% of
the value of an interview.
Such elements as family backgrounds are important solely from
the family's spirit and attitude toward education. Children of alumni do receive preference, providing
they have an aptitude for liberal
arts and • qualifications equal to
those of others who apply.
Activities Important
Just how important are extracurricular activities in high school?
(Continued on page eight)

Invisible Marking at

Judkins Laundry, Inc.
George W. Tufts, Mgr.
High Quality

Dry Cleaning
SAME DAY SERVICE
IF IN BY 9 a. m.
Next to Lewiston Post Office
193 Middle St.
Dial 2-6001

'
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Drops From The Pen . . .
By Ray Zelch
One of the prettiest plays of the Northeastern game occurred when Tom Vokes broke down the court, was given a
fine leading pass and scored unmolested. This was the start
of the Bates final scoring splurge which put the home forces
way in front.
The officiating at the Bates Gym still leaves much to be
desired. Friday's encounter against Trinity was one of the
worst called games all season, and Saturday didn't bring
much improvement.
Larry Quimby, basketball standout of a couple of years
ago, was on hand for the game. He is now coaching at Lincoln Academy and is having a successful season. Another
former Bates hoopster now in the coaching ranks is Red
Barry '49. He is at the helm of the Bangor (Maine) High
Rams, and presently leads the state with 13 straight
triumphs.
Speaking of high school basketball teams, former Bates
Coach Ed Petro has another powerhouse at Portsmouth,
New Hampshire. Petro, who has had remarkable success
with his Portsmouth squad during the past few seasons, has
yet to lose a game this season.
Checking other weekend collegiate scores, Trinity, who
defeated the Cats by 10 points Friday evening, lost to Bowdoin Saturday afternoon 89-81. Strong Boston University
streaked past Colby 79-60 (Sorry, Mr. Williams). And the
University of Connecticut had no trouble with Maine 116-72.
Art Quimby of UConn broke the U. of Maine gym scoring
record with 46 points.
Last night Bates entered the third round of State Series
play against the Maine Black Bears at Orono. Saturday the
Cats entered the U. S. Coast Guard on the local court, and
wind up the season with two home encounters against
Bowdoin and Colby next week.
The last three games mentioned will be televised on the
local channel according to a weekend announcement by
WLAM-TV. It stated that the four Maine college presidents
have agreed to the televising of collegiate contests, with the
exception of football. This latter sport is in accordance with
the NCAA policy of televising the Game of the Week.

Sports Preview
Saturday, February 19
Varsity Track, Bowdoin, Cage. 2 p. m.
Jayvee Track, Bowdoin freshmen. Cage, 2 p. m.
Jayvee Basketball. Kent! Hill School. Alumni Gym, 6:15 p. in.
Varsity Basketball, U. S. Coast Guard, Gym, 8:15 p. in.
Wednesday, February 23
Jayvee Basketball. Lewiston High, Gym. 6:15 p. m.
Varsity Basketball, Bowdoin, Gym. 8:15 p. in.
Saturday, February 26
Varsity Track, Tufts. Cage, 2 p. m.
Jayvee Track, Tufts freshmen. Cage, 2 p. in.
Jayvee Basketball, M. C. L, Gym, 6:15 p." m.
Varsity Basketball, Colby, Gym, 8:15 p. m.

Congratulations io the
basketball team on your
last two wins . . . keep up
the good work and win
the rest.

Texaco

Bobkittens Lose Three Games,
Chick Leahey New J. V. Coach
By Jack DeGange
The Bates Jayvee basketball
team have yet to return to the victory column following the midyear examination lay-off.
With
new coach Chick Leahey at the
helm, the Bobkittens traveled to
Pittsfield on February 7 and were
soundly beaten by the
Maine
Central Institute 109-66
Returning to the local surface,
Bates was smothered by a veteran
Portland Junior College quintet
80-49 Friday night and lost Saturday evening to a powerful Bates
Manufacturing Company five 7367.
MCI Hits Century Mark
The Garnet five was never in
the game against the smooth

Rand, West Undefeated In
WA A Basketball Race
Entering the third week of the
WAA intcrdorm basketball competition, the records show undefeated teams from Rand and West
Barker setting the pace.
Before final exams, the strong
West team met Cheney and ran
away with the game, 49-22. With
freshman Jayne Nangle leading
the attack with 26 points, Capt.
Jennifer Walker's team pulled out
an easy victory.
West Downs Rival Dorm
The following week found West
scheduled to play the defending
Champions from their rival Parker.
Once again tall forwards combined
with the star guarding of Dinny
Felt and Betsy Gray to bring an
apparently easy victory, at a total
score of 31-13.
Both Rand's victories have come
at the expense of small dorms. Seniors battled seniors when Rand
and Whit met, with Rand piling
up a 20-14 win over the smaller
dorm.
Rand Takes Second Win
Last week against a fairly strong
Chase-Milliken combo, the seniors
won 24-18, with Pris Hatch and
Lorraine Jullian scoring 11 and 9
points respectively. High scorn
for the game was Nicky Nickcrson. with 14 markers.
After its initial downfall at the
hand- of West. Cheney came hack
to
trounce a
smaller
Hacker
House team 45-27. Capt. Elite
Peck's layups and Carol Bacon's

Heating Oils

Sabattus Street

We Serve The Best

Firestone Tires

J IMMY'S

sharpshooting proved too much for
the
short
guards
from
Frye
Street.
Appleby Tosses Sixteen
The tall forwards from Cheney
tossed in 33 points of the total
score for their dorm. Joan Appleby
hit for 16 points in the loser's
cause.
Having already been defeated by
Chase-Milliken 34-21 earlier in the
season, the loss to Cheney was
Hacker's second. The Chase-Milliken six racked up another win
Monday as Norma Wells led the
way to victory with 20 points. Final score of the tight game was
36-34, with Marlene Haskcll connecting for 12 points for Town.
Town Splits Record
The off-campus women came
up with a 23-18 win over Frye in
their first game of the season, giving them a split record to date.
Frye has also won one and lost
one, having opened the season by
defeating Wilson.
In a heavy fouling game, Frye
managed to sink only 6 out of 16
foul shot chances, but Wilson
made even poorer use of its opportunities at the foul line. Final score
was 22-19. with I.ydia Davies leading the scoring.
Peck Stars For Wilson
Wilson evened up its record by
defeating Whit last week. The seniors were overcome by a 47-30
t Continued on page eight)

and Dave Smith led the winner.,
with 20 and 18 points respectively.]
Joe Welch with 12, Paul Perry
and Jim Adams with 11, and By.
ron Haines with 10 points led th
Garnet scoring as Coach. Leahey
cleaned the bench in -his first look
at the new club.
Second Half Blues
A second half scoring sur«c
pushed
the
visiting
Portland
Junior Stags from an approach
able eight point halftime lead to a
decisive 31 point win. Employing
a 1-2-2 zone defense during the
first half, the Kittens lost their
steam in the middle of the secon
half and switched to a man-to-nnn
defense.
However, the Stags were hittin
from all angles and continued to
pile up the score while holdin
the locals to a scant 23 point,]
throughout the final half.
Pete Kourapis was high for boti
teams with 22 points while team
mate Al Corner canned 16 mon
for the victors. Haines led tin
Bobcat scoring with 14 points an
Jimmy Muth was good for ten]
more.
Kittens Ahead At Half
Saturday night saw the Kitten
fold in the second half and fall t
the Bates Manufacturing Compam
73-67. The Kittens roared off to
fast start, looking good in all dt
partments, and moved to a 34-2'
halftime advantages. However, thi
Manufacturers pecked away at thi
lead and took charge with fivi
minutes
to
go.
The
victor
clinched
the
verdict
as
the;
cashed in on Garnet fouls in tit
last two minutes.
Norm Davis of the visitors w
top man with 23 points along Wit
liill Higgins with the same tot.il
Haines and Jim Kirsch led tin
scoring for Bates with 17 point
apiece.
The three losses brought
iayvces' record to three wins
against seven losses. The reserv ■
who played at Hebron Acadeni]
last night, have four games rt
maining on their schedule. A gann
with defending state champim
Ellsworth High School has beei
scheduled for Fehruarv 24.

YOUR FAVORITE
STERLING PATTERNS
in
Towle — Gorham — Lunt
Reed and Barton
International — Wallace
Easy Terms

Clark's Drug Store
JEWELERS

DRUGS

On Route 100, Auburn, Maine

CHEMICALS

MNCSIM*
50 Lisbon St.

Dial 4-524

BIOLOGICALS

BEST REST ROOMS IN NEW ENGLAND

Jimmy's

COOPER'S

M.C.I, combine. Playing on their
small home court, the hosts were
former Edward Little court star,
phenomenal on offense and put up
an impentrablc defense that harassed the visitors throughout the
encounter.
Bates was able to stay with the
prep schoolers for the first six
minutes of the contest, but the
'Cats faded and were behind 26-15
at the first period mark. With the
second team taking over, the
hosts continued to pile on the score
and held a commanding 51-30 advantage at the half.
The onslaught continued in the
second half, and the century mark
was passed with four minutes remaining to be played. Ray Estes,

Diner

Main St. at Bates St.

For Fine Foods — On Route 100 - Auburn, Maine
WHERE ALL GREYHOUND BUSES STOP

Tel. 3-0031

Steckino Hotel
and Cafe
Have You Tried

Something New In Slacks
100% Glass Wool in Charcoal
Gray,
Charcoal
Brown
and
Light Gray.

$17.95
Guaranteed to keep its press
(10% Discount for Students)

Tony Fournier's
MEN'S-SHOP
136 Lisbon St.

Tel. 4-4141

Norris - Hayden
Laundry

Ki^

"COMPLETE BANKING SERVICE"

LEWISTON TRUST CO.

Modern Cleaners
LEWISTON - MAINE
Campus Agents
ED PIKE
BOB DUNN

We Solicit The Business Of Bates Students

Steckino's Original
Pizza Pies?
Serving Italian and
American Foods

Steaks, Chops, Salads
our specialty
104 Middle St.

Lewiston

Dial 4-4151
"For Your Health's Sake
Eat at Steckino's"
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Cats
Drop
Two,
Down
Huskies
69-56
h
,ose To Trinity 72-62;
Vlanteiga Outstanding
By Ed Gilson
The
Bates
basketball
team,
<ing their sixth win of tlic sea, met and lost to a fast breakTrinity quintet Friday night
r
aurj \ I urn 11 i Gym by a 72-02 margin.
ichreshman John Manteiga lead
0 II
.corers with a fine 29 point fn :
. 26 of them coming froni the
the
His total was the sca-on's
leii
t individual mark.
and
ii ,r rmity Fastbreaks

On February 8. Hates traveled
to Waltham, Mass., and were deBy Hal Springstead
feated by the high-riding BrandWith only two weeks of intraeis Judges 82-64. Bates was outclassed by the hosts who at one mural play remaining, Bardwell,
time threatened to make the game Smith Middle, R. B. Registrars,
and Mitchell (Card Sharks) lead
a complete rout.
their respective leagues.
Jack Hartleb was outstanding
Bardwell still holds an edge in
for the Bobcats as he led all scor- the A league with a perfect four
era with 27 points.
wins and no loss record, while
Smith Middle leads the National
League with three wins as against
i single defeat. The Faculty and
tin Roger Hill Registrars are tied
with a 2-0 record in the International League. The Mitchell Card
Sharks with a 3-1 record head the

nter,
Coach Addison came to Bates 111
I unity gave evidence of run- the fall ol 1952 as assistant foot.' away with the game as they ball coach and basketball mentor.
mmanded
a 16-4 margin, but His first hoop squad, led by sharpen;
anteiga
swished
foul shot.- and shooter Charlie Bucknam, had a
t
l.l-10 record, and finished number
an; field goal to make it 20-11.
two ill the State Series.
0 I ites Better In Second Half
de 'railing 34-23 at halftime. Hates Outstanding Oberlin Record
\-l Hie back to play better ball and
Last season, however, the Bates
' I [scored the visitors .19-38 in the basketeers were able to cop only
thi .'iid half. Bates had several fine two of 24 games, and at the time
ftvi portunities in which to score. of Coach Addison's resignation
or : bad pa-sing and inability to announcement, his team had won
•itrol the backboard' spelled its only five of 13 contests.
wrnfall.
Coach Addison received his A.I!.
degree
from Oberlin in 1949, and
I rinity showed its scoring adi- recognized as one of the ailtage
by
hitting
for
2"
held
nti
time greats in athletics at that intal «ils to 26 by Bates, and held an
•10 margin from the foul throw stitution. He is the only living
it. The victory ended a seven alumnus to have earned twelve
varsity awards, these being in
mie losing streak by Trinity.
football, basketball, and baseball.
t<!

Future Plans Unknown

DRY CLEANSING
SERVICE

"•^
MCOKPOOATKO
*W
CUKNIEM « rUBBISRS
Tel 4-7326

Call and Delivery
College Agent - Joan Davidson

The departing mentor came to
Bates after two years at the State
Teachers
College
in
l'aterson.
New Jersey, where he served as
instructor of physical education,
varsity basketball and baseball
coach, and director of athletics.
No official announcement was
made as to his future plans or his
successor at Bates. Coach Addison
will conclude the season in home
games against Coast Guard, Bowdoin and Colby.

YE OLDE HOBBY SHOPPE

BOSTON TEA STORE
Food Specialists
249 MAIN STREET

LEWISTON

YOU'VE TRIED THE REST — NOW TRY THE BEST
Courtesy

—

Quality

—

Service

SAM'S
ORIGINAL ITALIAN SANDWICH
Also Delicious PIZZA PIES ... and Delivery Service
with 6 or more orders
'-'M Mam Si

Break Losing Streak;
Dunn, Hartleb Shine

The Bates College basketball the first half. The Huskies cut the
team sped away in the last five margin to five points at the end
minutes Saturday night to whip of the first 20 minutes of play.
Northeastern University 69-56 in The visitors continued to peck
Alumni Cymnasiuni.
The
win away at the Bates lead in the
upped the Bates seasonal record to ragged second half and at one

Prexy Confirms
Resignation Of
Coach Addison

Captain Dave Roberta of Trinixhibited fine shooting skill in
to ting his 19 points. Other double
lin, res, were hit by Trinity's JacK
inl
ton with 1". and Jack Hartleb
The resignation of head basketBates who canned 13 points.
ball coach Robert \ddison was anIiinity employed a fast break nounced last Friday by President
I streaked to an early 12-0 lead Charles F. Phillip-. No reason was
lore
ure Don Smith hit from the given for the move, which is to
t
ner for the first Bates two- take effect August 31, 1955.

ill]
n

Bardwell Leads
f
A' Intramurals,
Two Weeks Left

- Opp St. Joseph's Church - Tel. 2-9145

Coast League.
R. B. Wins
In the A League, prior to exams,
the Roger Kill Administrators took
i close 59-57 decision from Smith
North, l.e- Nickerson led the scoring
with
twenty
points.
Mai
lilock had sixteen while I'ete Post
had fifteen for the losers.
High flying Bardwell knocked
over previously undefeated J. B.
66-45,
Dick
I'roihero
hooped
twenty-two while Dick Southwick
had eighteen for the losers. The
last game before exams saw Smith
South easily defeat Off-Campus
62-43 a- Ray Taylor poured in
twenty points for South.
Higgins Hits 24
The long exam layoff didn't
help the Ofi-Campus crew as they
lost to Middle last week 58-54.
Steve Nawrocke hooped twentylive for Middle while Dave Higgins had twenty-four for OITCanipus. The last Senior League
tilt found Bardwell romping over
Smith South 64-46 as Dick l'rothero and Spence Hall scored seventeen and sixteen respectively. Tom
Vail of South was the game's high
scorer with twenty-two.
There was less action in the National League as only three gaines
were played. Smith Middle edged
the Mitchell Imbazookas 63-54.
Dick Wakely paced the winners
with eighteen points and Kirk
Watson tossed in sixteen for
Mitchell.
Bardwell-Garcelon-Russell kept
its hopes alive by taking J.B. I,
63-58. Bill Moore scored twentyfour. They continued on their winning ways by knocking off Smith
Middle 53-52. Moore and Marv
Kushner each had thirteen for the
winners.
Levine Hot
There were only two games in
the
International
League.
The
first saw the league leading Roger
Hill Registrars maul Smith South

Hartleb jumps for the ball in Saturday's contest with the
Northeastern Huskies. The Cats came back from the week's
two defeats to win 69-56.
(Photo by Harris,
G-'< with four games remaining to
>c played on the schedule.
The Bobcats, displaying a far
superior brand of basketball than
against Trinity the previous night,
got off to .1 fast start and commanded a 10 point lead throughout
79-31 with Norm Levine pouring
in twenty-three points. I'ete Reyersbach
a nd
Hal
Springstead
helped the winning cause with
twenty and sixteen point respectively.
The Faculty, whose league
games do not count in the standings, edged out J.B. II, 64-61.
Coach Walt Slovenski and Hank
Strcd led the Faculty with fourteen points apiece while Bill Snider
hit for thirty-two for J.B.
Only one game in the Coast
League was played, although two
were scheduled. The
Mitchell
Cards beat J.B. 62-41. Joe Gibbs
tallied seventeen for Mitchell. In
the only other game, Bardwell forfeited to the Roger Bill Deans.
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point tied the score at 38-38. but
the Cats reorganized their forces
to pull ahead and win going away.
Accurate passing, keen marks
manshjo and backboard contiol
were the keynotes of the Bates
victory. Rebounding by Capt. Bob
Dunn and Don Smith, the floorplay of Kent White and Ralph
Davis, and Jackie Hartleb's shooting told the story.
Hartleb Hits Twenty
The locals outscored Northeastern from the floor 23-16, while the
Huskies were one point better on
the foul line 24-23. It was a closely-called game by officials Suonu
and Datsis.
Hartleb. who was somewhat oft
in his shooting against Trinity,
connected for six field goals and ■
eight foul shoots against the BayStaters to wind up with 20 points
as the game's high scorer. Dunn
chipped in with 14 points, eight
coming from the free-throw line.
Ami White, hitting with a onehand push shot, was good for another eleven.
Bates (69)
F
G
P
2
Smith. If
1
5
Dunn, rf
3
8
14
Manteiga. c
0
4
8
Callender, c
0
0
0
0
Moore, c
0
0
Hartleb, lg
6
8
20
White, rg
4
3
11
>
Vokes, rg
4
1
R. Davis, rg
3
1
7
Totals
23
69
23
Northeastern (56)
G
F
P
Coleman, If
2
4
1
Davis, If
1
2
4
Kcarns, rf
4
6
14
Bigger, rf
0
0
0
Brooks, c
4
5
13
Higgins, c
0
0
0
O'Rourke, lg
3
0
6
Ayres, rg
3
9
15
Qervah, rg
0
0
0
Totals
24
16
56
Referees: Suoini, Datsi s. Time:
2-20's.
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March Deadline Given Quimby Selects
For Mademoiselle Contest Frosh Debaters
Bntriei for the Mademoiselle
college fiction and art contests
must be postmarked not later than
March 1. 1955. according to the
latest release from the magazine.
Any woman undergraduate under 26 years of age who is "regularly enrolled in a degree-granting program in a college or junior
collegi'" i> eligible.
Winners' Work Published
Two winners of the contest will
receive prizes of $500 each and
publication of their stories in
Mademoiselle. Runnert-up will receive honorable mention and may
have their work bought at regular
rates.
Stories should run approximately
2.500 to 5.000 words, with contestants not limited to one entry.
Stories published in undergraduate
publications are eligible if unpublished elsewhere.

sent back unless accompanied by
a return envelope.
Art work may be entered in the
original if no larger than SVxll".
Photographs of the original are
permissable with the same size
limitations.
If the arti-t chooses to enter
photographs of his art work, they
may be black and white or color
transparencies. All work must be
unmattcd. unmounted, and unf ramed.
August Brings Results
Mademoiselle editors will judge
the fiction contest, while three
persons prominent in the field of
art will make the final decision- in
the new art competition.
Questions may be addressed to
the magazine, with further information available in the Bates
English department. Results are
announced in the August issue of
the magazine.

Rand, West Lead WAA Race

in 14 for the winners.
(Continued from page six)
Cheney met East yesterday,
score, as Elite Peck substituted on
Prof. Brooks Quimby announced Wilson's squad and scored 19 a game which promised to indie;
new members of the freshman . de- points. Capt. Judy Larkin tossed whether East will be in the ru
ning this year. The Parker com
bating squad this week. Six freshhas been in possession of the
men have joined the debaters.
phy for the past two years.
Those chosen for the team include Bruce Perry. Alan Kaplan,
Prevue Of Week
Roland Stephcnson, Peter Meilen.
The Outing Club Council, reThis afternoon at 4 p. m. K
Richard Dole, and Barbara Mad- cently elected Janet Arnold and
meet- a strong West team
sen.
Richard Walton co-director- of probably stands little chance
Spring Spruce-l'p. Started two coming out on top. Other gai
years ago. this annual event is run this week include Whit and H;
by two sophomores.
er on Friday, with the West
Barbara
Prince,
Mary
Lou Cheney Jayvees meeting ton
Red faces belonged to the
Townley,
Reid
Pcpin,
Donald row.
Minnesota Quiz Bowl kids
Ginand, and Paul MacAvoy were
a couple of weeks ago. They
The season's records to date .,
elected members of a nominating
were unbeaten in twelve tries
Team
W
L
committee for the all-college elec>
on the weekly inter-university
0
West
tions.
2
quiz show.
Kami
0
>
A big question stumped evA group of council members
Chase-Millihen
1
ery member of the winning
Cheney
1
1
volunteered to be on a committee
team and ruined their record.
Town
to investigate present Winter Car1
1
The quizmaster wondered if
Wilson
1
nival proceedings and suggest any
1
anyone could recite the secI-rvc
changes in Winter Carnival the
1
1
ond stanza of
the
Alma
committee ,-ecs advisable. Rafael
East
0
1
2
Mater.
BeCCera is the chairman of this
Hacker
0
2
No one could.
Whittler
0
wroup.

Arnold, Walton Head
Spruce-Up Project

Red Faces

Art Contest New
The new art contest is conducted with the same eligibility rules
for entrants. Winners will illustrate the winning stories in the fiction contest.'
Those qualifying for the art contest may submit a maximum of
five samples, consisting of work
previously done or done specifically for the contest.
Mechanics Of Entering
Included in the list of mechanics
for entering are instructions for
preparing entries. The contestant's
name age, home address, school
address, and school year must be
marked on the work submitted.

Put a SMILE in your

SMOKING!

Stones are to be typewritten,
double-spaced, on one side of the
page only. Manuscripts will not be

Admissions Selects
Ail-Around Students
In Freshman Classes
(Continued from page five)
Much emphasis has been placed
ill PI in them as contributing to the
"well-rounded Student".
I! a t e s
Considers these activities important, nut BS a substitute for. but
in addition to a student's academic
ability.
"Tin admissions department is
more interested in obtaining a
'well-rounded student body', with
different geographical, racial and
religious backgrounds, and with a
wide range of extracurricular activities" as slated by Mr. l.indholm, in the September issue of
the Bates College Bulletin.
Dean Clark is "interested m a
class of girls who are academically
competent and socially well adjusted, so that they will be able
to take their places in campus
groups anil make some contributions to campus activities".
Check Horoscope
Those students who ought to be
accepted at college are placed in
three categories by former dean of
admissions at Yale, Edward S.
Noyes. They are; "Those few
who arc superior students and also
are outstanding as persons; Second, the superior students who are
at least satisfactory as persons;
Third, the superior persons who
are at least satisfactory as students." Most Bates student! can
tit into at least one of these categories, and if there are any exceptions to the rule, perhaps they'd
belter check their horoscope-
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